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Abstract 
This project takes its point of departure in Edward Albee’s play Who’s Afraid of 
Virginia Woolf? written in 1962. The interest in this subject departed from the 
shocking and tense experience the reading evoked in us. We wished to investigate 
how this was accomplished linguistically through the dialogue. 
By applying the theory of Conversation Analysis, Preference, and Paul Grice’s 
Conversational Maxims, an analysis will be made of eight chosen excerpts from 
the play. The analysis will be written with a pragmatic linguistic approach in order 
to determine which linguistic elements in the dialogue enable Edward Albee to 
create a sense of tension. 
After the analysis, the project will go into a discussion of the findings from the 
analysis of the excerpts. This will be done in order to determine if any recurring 
patterns can be found. 
In the end, a conclusion will tie together the findings from both the analysis and 
the discussion. 
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Motivation 
Having studied Who’s Afraid Of Virginia Woolf? in high school, we were already 
interested in the play and had been thinking of studying it in depth this semester. 
When we first read the play, it was difficult to get through to the end, as it felt 
shocking and tense to read. The characters’ behavior in the play appeared to us as 
very provoking and unexpected. This made us interested in understanding how 
Edward Albee accomplishes in triggering these feelings in us. If the reading 
experience is tense, then certain elements must be present in the dialogue, which 
can be analyzed linguistically. 
 
Daily speech and its expression in daily life is natural to us, thus we do not 
question it. We had always viewed daily speech as rather simple and 
straightforward. Looking into the dialogue between the characters in the play, we 
realize how dialogue can be complex. Even the utterances that would appear the 
most trivial can have a deeper meaning. We expect and hope to obtain a more 
complex and thorough understanding on these processes. 
 
In previous projects, our approach was to start with a question that had a 
presupposed opinion on a subject, which would lead us in a clear direction. In this 
project, we thought it would be interesting to start with an open mindset. This 
would enable us to analyze all the elements present without leaving any findings 
out, which could not be relevant or contradict our problem formulation. This has 
led us to opting for a more nuanced methodological approach. 
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Introduction 
While reading Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? by Edward Albee, a feeling of 
unease, tension, and shock was present throughout. It is due to these strong 
reactions to the play that we felt it would be interesting to study and explore it 
linguistically. Even though the whole play evoked the abovementioned reactions 
throughout, some passages were felt as particularly provoking. We wanted to focus 
on these passages, as we were not interested in concluding anything general about 
the play itself, but merely look at how these strong reactions of shock and tension 
were created through the dialogue between the characters in the play. 
 
The project will take its point of departure with our chosen theories. We will 
introduce Paul Grice’s Conversational Maxims, Conversation Analysis, and 
Preferences. After having presented our theory in detail, we will begin the analysis. 
The analysis will focus on eight chosen excerpts. The excerpts have been chosen 
on the grounds of their level of provocation and tension. 
After having analyzed all eight excerpts, a discussion of our findings will be 
established based on the analysis. The discussion will prove whether we can draw 
any patterns from the findings and which knowledge this can bring us on the nature 
of the dialogue within the play. 
 
Problem formulation  
Which linguistic elements in the dialogue of the play Who’s Afraid of Virginia 
Woolf? enable to create a sense of tension? 
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Methodology 
In this project, we will be examining the spoken interaction in the text, between the 
four characters present in the play Who’s afraid of Virginia Woolf?. In order to do 
so, we will follow a pragmatic linguistic approach applied to literature. This 
approach will enable us to investigate the interactions between the characters by 
examining their utterances. We will do this pragmatically by looking at 
interactions and seeing what can be found through their utterances and in the 
context in which they are spoken. 
 
We found the play difficult to get through as readers due to the characters’ 
behavior and ways of interacting, which we felt are provoking. If reading the play 
is a provoking experience, there must be aspects within the interactions of the 
characters, which we are not ordinary or expected. We are interested in looking 
into which linguistic tools Edward Albee makes use of to create this sense of 
tension. 
We have chosen to focus on the script of the play and not the actual performance, 
as we experienced the tension only while reading the play and wished to 
understand this through Albee’s text and the tools he makes use of. 
 
We do not intend to make general statements on social interactions or about the 
play as a whole. Rather, we are interested in examining interactions situated within 
a particular context, and what this can say about the chosen interactions and why 
these are provoking.  
 
We have chosen eight excerpts to analyze, which will be presented in 
chronological order. The reason we have chosen several short excerpts from the 
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three acts is because we found this method will allow a richer analysis as we will 
have a broader variety of data. This might enable us to draw patterns found within 
the various frames of interaction. The excerpts will be presented in chronological 
order to allow a smoother reading and enable the reader who has not read the play 
to get an understanding of the events of the evening. 
 
The theories we will apply (Conversation Analysis, Preference and Grice’s 
Conversational Maxims) all relate to conversation and interaction. The theories 
chosen highlight different aspects of conversation, which is why it is beneficial for 
us to combine them. We have chosen these to enable us to gain insight on the 
patterns, which might occur in the chosen excerpts, and thereby understand how 
Albee generates a sense of tension in the play. 
 
Limitations 
Conversation Analysis is a method, which has mostly been applied to analyze 
everyday life (Sacks, 1977:18). Here, we will be applying Conversation Analysis 
to a play. Some would argue that this is not relevant, as a play will be seen as the 
product of the author’s imagination, and therefore not everyday life. 
Although we are aware that the play is a product of Albee’s imagination, it is still a 
reflection of the social interactions which he has observed and is therefore a 
product of his time. Cultural artifacts are created by people who live within 
contexts and are thus a product of their time. The fact that we as readers can relate 
to the play and identify to it by feeling provoked, exemplifies that it can be an 
imitation of daily life. It is therefore still relevant to study the play.  
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We refer to the characters by name, though we know that they are not real. Also, 
when we refer to the characters’ dialogue, we are aware that it is not real 
conversations between ‘real people’.  
 
Summary of Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? is a play written by Edward Albee in 1962. The 
play is about a middle-aged married couple, Martha and George, and a younger 
married couple, Honey and Nick. The plot revolves around one late evening where 
Honey and Nick visit Martha and George at their house, after they have all been to 
a faculty party at the university where Nick and George both work. 
The evening starts out shaky, as George and Martha are drunk and argue even 
before the guests arrive. Martha and George are in a bad marriage, which becomes 
more and more obvious as the evening progresses. The arguing gets worse between 
Martha and George, who both lie, accuse, and blame each other for anything they 
can think of. 
Martha and George drag Honey and Nick into their frustrated state as the evening 
continues and the play ends with all four parties in a state of confusion, sadness, 
disappointment, and rage. 
 
Glossary  
Activity shift tokens: This includes the readiness to move to a new activity or 
matter, to shift the conversation and show it has come to an end. Utterances used 
might be a response such as “Right” or “Okay” (Gardner, 2012:1). 
 
Adjacency pairs: This term refers to a type of turn-taking in conversation. It is “(...) 
composed of two turns produced by different speakers (...) and where the second 
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utterance is identified as related to the first.” (Schegloff, 2007:1). Adjacency pairs 
can be exchanges such as: offer/accept, question/answer, request/grant. 
 
Attention getter: Attempt to get one’s attention, example: “Hey” (Cal y Mayor, 
2006:11). 
 
Dialogue: When referring to the term dialogue, we refer to the utterances from the 
characters in the play. Although a conversation analytical approach has been 
applied, the term ‘speech’ was not used as a wish to differentiate the dialogue from 
characters from everyday speech. 
 
Epistemic tones: When the recipient gains information he did not possess prior to 
the conversation. An utterance here might be “I see” or “Oh” (Gardner, 2012:1). 
 
Expected response: When we refer to expected responses, we mean a response to a 
previous action or utterance, which passes or does not provoke a dispreferred 
response amongst the characters. 
 
 Face:  Face is the public self-image that every member in society wants to claim 
for himself. According to Goffman, face: “(...) can be lost, maintained, or 
enhanced, and must be constantly attended to in interaction” (Goffman in Brown 
& Levinson, 1978:61). 
 
Grounder: It is the reason for the request “I had this activity today in my I-2 class 
and the students thought it was really hard...” (Cal y Mayor, 2006:11). 
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Head act proper: The request in question “I was wondering if I could have you guys 
to try it  
out” (Cal y Mayor, 2006:11). 
 
Key: The term ‘key’ is part of Dell Hymes’ SPEAKING-model. Key indicates the: 
“tone, manner, or spirit of the speech act.” (Hymes, 1974:57). 
 
Syntactical downgrader: Minimizing imposition by the use of conventionally 
indirect expressions (Cal y Mayor, 2006:11). 
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Theories 
In this project we will be using theories from Paul Grice and Conversation 
Analysis in relation to repair, preferences, and conflict talk. Since we are interested 
in looking at the dialogue of the characters in the play, it is important to focus on 
the way the conversations are built up and led. Furthermore, it is relevant to 
observe whether the characters break the Conversational Maxims in order to 
further investigate whether this has any consequences on their dialogue.  
We will now explain Paul Grice’s Conversational Implicature and Conversational 
Maxims, where after we will explain Conversation Analysis. 
 
Paul Grice’s Conversational Implicature and Conversational Maxims 
Paul Grice was the first to detect a new feature in language use - implicature. The 
theory of implicature indicates what a speaker might imply beyond what is actually 
said. There can be a difference between what is uttered and what is meant by an 
utterance, and in this case, implicature occurs. There are two different kinds of 
implicature: 
 
● Conversational Implicature 
● Conventional Implicature 
 
According to Grice, both convey an “(...) additional level of meaning, beyond the 
semantic meaning of the words uttered.” (Thomas, 1995:57). Though they are the 
same in terms of the above mentioned, they are different in the sense that with 
Conventional Implicature, regardless of the context, the same implicature will 
always be conveyed. With Conversational Implicature this is not the case, as what 
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is implied beyond the literal sense of the words will vary “(...) according to the 
context of the utterance.” (Thomas, 1995:57). 
 
With this project, we will focus on the first mentioned implicature - Conversational 
Implicature. Conversational Implicature1 is about how something is said, and by 
looking at the ‘how’ and investigating words and structures in conversation, one is 
able to understand the meaning beyond what is being said. 
 
When trying to investigate implicature, Grice highlights the difference between 
what the spoken words signify semantically, and, pragmatically, what the speaker’s 
intention is behind using the words that he speaks. 
When speaking of Conversational Implicature, it is relevant to look at the co-
operative principle as well, which is: “Make your contribution such as required, at 
the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk 
exchange in which you are engaged.” (Coulthard, 1985:31). 
In order to apply this principle, one must look at the four conversational maxims, 
which are: quality, quantity, relation, and manner (Coulthard, 1985:31). 
 
These maxims are described by Grice as the following: 
 
● Quality: Do not say what you believe to be false. Do not say that for 
which you lack adequate evidence. 
● Quantity: Make your contribution as informative as is required. Do 
not make your   contribution more informative than what is required. 
● Relation: Be relevant. 
                                                
1 As we have now explained, we will only make use of Conversational Implicature and we will 
therefore, from this point on, refer to Conversational Implicature simply as ‘implicature’. 
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● Manner: Avoid obscurity of expression. Avoid ambiguity. Be brief. 
Be orderly. 
 
The maxims are important when looking at a conversation between speaker and 
hearer. It is “easy” to understand the literal meaning of words, but it is the intention 
behind (if there is any) that can be the difficult part of analyzing conversation. 
Therefore, it is important to investigate whether or not participants in conversation 
follow or break any of the four maxims when speaking. If one does not follow the 
maxims, implicature is generated, but if one follows the maxims, there will be no 
gap between what is said and what is meant. When the maxims are not followed, 
implicature is generated because there is meaning implied beyond the words 
uttered, which is interesting to look at. When the maxims are followed, there will 
be no extra level of meaning that one would have to look at. This is because when 
all maxims are followed the implied meaning has already been said through the 
literal sense of the words. An example from Jenny A. Thomas’ book Meaning in 
interaction: 
 
Husband: Where are the car keys? 
Wife: They’re on the table in the hall. 
(Thomas, 1995:64) 
 
In this example, all maxims are followed. The wife is giving no more information 
than needed, she is being relevant, truthful, and brief. In the example it is clear that 
there is no additional level of meaning to analyze or look at. Implicature is not 
present when there is nothing between what is said and what is implied. Therefore, 
it is more interesting to look at conversations where the interactants do not follow 
the maxims. If they do not, there will be implicature to analyze, since maxims 
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often will fall into conflict. The reason for this is that conflict can arise when a 
maxim is broken. Using the above example, if the wife had answered: They’re on 
the table. She would have broken the maxim of quantity, which states that you 
must make your contribution as informative as possible. The husband would not 
know which table the wife was referring to and ambiguity is thereby created and 
conflict can arise. 
 
Preferences 
In a given culture, there are preferred responses in conversation, which can be 
noted in response to a given action. These are implicit principles, which we follow 
while interacting. It is important to note that preferences do not refer to the 
psychological state of an individual, but ”(...) to observable regularities in 
interaction”. (Lee, 2012:419) They are patterns, which can be observed repeatedly 
around us. Preferences occur in both the choice and interpretation of words. Ways 
of speaking of a culture are in accordance to the given principles. The core of these 
principles is to minimize the state of rejection of requests (Pomerantz and Heritage, 
2012:211). 
If a situation arises when a rejection is involved, there will be an adaption in order 
to limit the rejections or to euphemize them. Dispreferred procedures need more 
‘packaging’, as they tend to be delayed, hesitant and more elaborate structures than 
preferred procedures. This contrasts to preferred procedures, which tend to be 
structurally simpler (Ferencik, 2005:74-75). They are usually without delay, with 
even a possibility of overlap (Lee, 2012:418). Preference types are the most 
common types of social interaction, as they occur more often than dispreferred 
types of responses (Lee, 2012:419). 
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It is preferred to minimize and avoid disconfirmations in favor of confirmations 
(Pomerantz and Heritage, 2012:213). This can be noted in the asking of questions 
requiring an action. For yes-no questions, which require an action, such as the 
asking of a favor, when the answer is equivalent to a “no”, the recipient will ”(...) 
avoid straight out disconfirmations and shape their responses as partial 
confirmations” (Pomerantz and Heritage, 2012:213). This means that there will be 
an attempt to not say ‘no’ directly, but of finding an excuse as to why one refuses. 
The refused response may even comprise characteristics of weak versions of 
agreements within the answer, so as to downgrade the refusal (Pomerantz and 
Heritage, 2012:214). 
While asking a question, the ‘questioner’ takes on a stance. The question is shaped 
by what the questioner’s preference is: ”By asking polar questions, the 
‘questioners’ take on a stance and invite responses that confirm that stance.” 
(Pomerantz and Heritage, 2012:214). If the questioner notices that there is a delay 
in the response of the recipient, then he/she can choose to change the polarity of 
the question and reverse the question. In that way, if the recipient is going to refuse 
the question or request, the answer will not be a negative one. If the question is 
turned, then it will permit confirmation and not rejection. 
 
Responses involving agreements, confirmations, and acceptances are performed 
without delays. There are strategies for enthusiastically agreeing. If there is 
compliance but it is not enthusiastic enough, it can be judged as being unwilling. 
Therefore, extra work can be done in order to make the response appear genuine 
(Pomerantz and Heritage, 2012:217). 
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Accepting compliments works differently from the general preference towards 
acceptance and minimizing rejections. It is preferred to neither totally accept the 
compliment nor to disagree. The compliment is typically ”downgraded.” 
(Pomerantz and Heritage, 2012:220). Possible ways of responding to a compliment 
can be to neither agree nor disagree directly to the compliment. That way there is 
no direct refusal or acceptance of the compliment. Changing the topic is another 
possibility of responding to a compliment. That way it is possible to make 
something other than oneself the root of the compliment (Pomerantz and Heritage, 
2012:221). 
 
Conversation Analysis 
Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis analyze how people do social life 
(Sacks, 1977:18). 
Language is seen both as being shaped by and shaping the social interaction. This 
means that it is viewed as a result of minute face-to-face interaction between 
participants, which is in no way fixed or static (Kern & Selting, 2012:1). 
Conversation Analysis is an approach to describing social interaction through 
concepts, which are visible externally on participants’ behalf (Ferencik, 2005:72). 
This means that it will focus on what is said and visible, not entering the 
interpretation of motives of participants. According to Conversation Analysis, it is 
through actions that one passes as a certain membership category and not vice 
versa. Social categories are therefore seen as performed and not having any 
intrinsic values or existing prior to our performance. 
 
A section of Conversation Analysis, which we have decided to make use of in our 
project is repair sequences. It was a study by Schlegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks in 
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1977, which was the first to deal with necessity for clarification, and repetition, 
terming them under repair (Mazeland and Trevor, 2012:1). 
For speech to function efficiently, then it can be said that it is in the interest of 
those engaged in conversation to maintain an efficient way of passing through their 
thoughts. It must therefore be equipped with the right tools to permit fixing the 
various speech ‘errors’ which can occur in daily speech through 
miscommunication. 
Seen in the ideal, speech can be defined as a ”(...) coordinated effort of 
participants to gain a one-speaker at a time ideal with a minimum of gap and 
overlap.” (Ferencik, 2005:73). There must therefore be preferences observable in 
speech, which prevent damage of the on-going interaction. There must be 
resources, which can repair interaction faults. Repair, in conversation analysis, can 
be defined as “communicative phenomenon which helps to sustain social 
interaction by allowing conversants to mutually handle problems which arise as 
they communicate” (Schegloff et al. 1977:56) The hearer can also engage in 
initiating a repair sequence. Repair is seen to operate within the notions of 
preferred speech, as it resolves interaction faults (Ferencik, 2005:70). It is therefore 
a way of ensuring that speech errors will be minimized and thereby allow to 
maintain social interaction. Interaction faults can occur for numerous reasons, as 
has been noted in relation to Grice’s maxims and when they are not followed.  
Faults in conversation are made visible by their need to be repaired (Ferencik, 
2005:69). There is a 'repair trajectory', which is composed of the following steps: 
trouble source, repair initiation, and actual repair (Ferencik, 2005:70). 
An utterance is ‘flawed’ by its need to be repaired when a trouble source has been 
identified. By identifying the trouble source, the repair may be self-initiated or 
other-initiated. The repair is self-initiated if the trouble source is identified and 
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made aware by the one who made the utterance. If the recipient is the one who 
makes aware the trouble source, it is other-initiated. There are three major repair 
possibilities (Ferencik, 2005:70-71). The next step is the execution of the repair, 
which may be done by the speaker (self-completed repair) or by the recipient 
(other-completed repair). 
 
Ferencik explains the three possibilities of repair as the following: 
 
● If the repair is initiated within or immediately after the turn constructional 
unit containing the trouble source, it is self-initiated and self-repaired 
(S.I.S.R.)  
● The repair may be done within the recipient's turn following the speaker's 
turn with trouble source. This is a possibility for other-initiated other-repair. 
(O.I.O.R.) or other-initiation, self-repair (O.I.S.R) 
● The last case is the repair within the speaker's turn following the recipient's 
initiation of repair. This is other-initiated, self-repair (O.I.S.R) 
 
It is important to note that self-repair tends to be preferred over other-initiated 
repair: “(...) on the 
preference scale the system ranks self-initiations of repair higher than other-
initiations.” (Ferencik, 2005:72). Self-initiated repair is often done through 
correcting oneself through self-editing. 
The notion of ‘face’ is important in relation to repair in conversation (Ferencik, 
2005:74). Certain repair types are preferred due to the fact that they pose less threat 
to negative face. Making an explicit repair can damage the other's negative face. 
This is particularly the case of other-initiated repair (for example in correction 
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types of repair, where the recipient corrects the speaker). It is face-threatening 
“(...) as it openly challenges the hearer’s cognitive preserves (...) For this reason, 
any ‘rational’ agent shall regard other-repair as a face-threatening act (FTA) to 
the hearer’s negative face and shall attempt to take an appropriate redressive 
action.” (Ferencik, 2005:74). These overt types of repair are therefore avoided. 
Repair often occurs in dispute arenas, where power relations are not distributed 
equally and pre-determined (such as a talk host show) This gives the host the 
advantage as he can push the conversation in his direction, making explicit repair 
sequences, thus damaging the participant's 'negative face' (Ferencik, 2005:74). 
 
Another important term to look at is that of conflict. Conflict is a complex 
phenomenon and has been defined in different ways throughout various researches. 
It has mostly been seen as negative and arising due to deficiencies in social skill, 
but has also been advanced as a constructive process (Leung, 2005:1). In order to 
express initial opposition “(...) an adversative episode is a sequence which begins 
with an opposition” (Leung, 2005:5). 
The start of a disagreement can be analyzed using the conversation analysis term of 
preference, according to which in response to an adjacency pair, there are preferred 
and dispreferred actions. Participants will not always agree as to what is preferred, 
but the agreement will be unmarked, whereas the dispreferred action will not pass 
and be recognizable: “Dispreferred second turns require extra “work” in the form 
of delays or hesitations between turns.” (Leung, 2005:5). These are visible by use 
of justifications and explanations. However, they are also visible through use of 
rhetoric such as “(...) specific turn initial markers followed by stories as analogies, 
and questions (in the form of questioning repeats and partial acceptance with 
exploration)” (Leung, 2005:5). The elements mentioned above do not only relate to 
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the opening of a conflict but are also present within the conflict. 
There is not a set direction for the trajectory of a conflict. Once it begins, there is a 
wide multitude of options it can take. In order to examine how conflict is 
maintained and achieved, there must be at least two active participants. 
 
Some have also looked at conflict by looking at the linguistic resources 
participants possess, as well as “(...) goals, contextual and social constraints 
e.g.,power, and status.” (Leung, 2005:5). 
Similarly to repairing as mentioned above, conflict can also be understood in 
relation to the notion of face (Leung, 2005:7). 
 
Applying the theories in the project 
In Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, there is only dialogue and conversation to 
study, since the material is a play. 
 It is relevant to look at different sequences of conversation using Conversation 
Analysis to see whether the participants Martha, George, Nick, and Honey follow 
the maxims or not. If they do not follow the maxims, we will be able to look 
further into the implicature behind the utterances and what that means for the 
ongoing dialogue. 
With Grice’s theory, we will be able to explain how the characters in Who’s Afraid 
of Virginia Woolf? get from the level of expressed meaning to the level of implied 
meaning. By making use of various terms from Conversation Analysis, we will 
study how the characters attempt repair sequences and whether these repair 
sequences are fully carried out. This will show us how the characters speak to each 
other, whether or not they understand each other, and might account for why there 
are tensions. Preference will enable us to observe whether the principles are 
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followed or not and what consequences this can have. These theories are relevant, 
since our focus is on understanding why and how their utterances are carried out 
which could account for the tension. 
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Introduction to Analysis 
Eight excerpts have been chosen and these will be analyzed based on the theories 
of Conversation Analysis, Preference, and Grice’s Conversational Maxims. As 
mentioned in the methodology, the structure of the analysis will be set in 
chronological order. In each excerpt, the sections, which will be analyzed have 
been put in bold, where several remaining lines have been kept in order to set the 
excerpts into context. Furthermore, there will be a brief explanation of what has 
occurred before our chosen excerpt. This is done in order to allow the reader to 
understand what has happened previously. 
 
 
Analysis 
 
Excerpt 1 
(The front doorbell chimes) 
MARTHA 
Party! Party! 
GEORGE (Murderously) 
I’m really looking forward to this, Martha… 
MARTHA (Same) 
Go answer the door. 
GEORGE (Not moving) 
You answer it. 
MARTHA 
Get to that door, you. 
(He does not move) 
I’ll fix you, you… 
GEORGE 
(Fake-spits) 
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… to you… 
(Door chime again) 
MARTHA 
(Shouting… to the door) 
C’MON IN! (To GEORGE, between her teeth) I said, get over there! 
(Albee, 1962:18-19) 
 
This excerpts takes place around two in the morning, after the husband and wife, 
Martha and George, arrive at their home after a faculty party at the university 
where George works. Martha informs George that she has invited guests from the 
faculty party to their house, and that these should be arriving shortly. George is not 
pleased with this as he finds it to be too late for guests. 
 
Martha is initiating a head-act proper by asking George to answer the door through 
the imperative form. By doing so, she is not following preferences. She is asking a 
request of him, and therefore, it would be appropriate to package her request with 
conventionally indirect expressions. If she had said “please” for instance, this 
would have downgraded her utterance. Furthermore, according to the stage 
directions, her utterance is made in a “murderous” tone of voice, which adds to 
this. In this case, it would have been appropriate for Martha to add a grounder to 
her head act proper, which would, in this situation, explain why she cannot answer 
the door herself. The fact that she does not provide George with this information is 
further dispreferred. 
 
George’s response to Martha’s utterance is to tell her to answer the door. He does 
not follow up on her request, but instead, reverses it, which is conflictive. 
Furthermore, the stage directions indicate that George is not moving while he says 
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to her “You answer it”.  This is also in the imperative form. George does not do 
what Martha orders him to. Instead he makes the same request back at her. George 
even does the opposite of what Martha is seeking by not even moving as indicated 
in the stage directions: “(Not moving)”. This does not follow the preference 
responses in relation to yes/no questions requiring an action. If one cannot confirm 
the action, the response should be packaged with an excuse or delayal. This is 
clearly not the case here. 
As Martha, George makes his request with a lack of syntactical downgraders. This 
shows that they do not speak to each other in a way following preferences using 
syntactical downgraders so as to avoid the directness of their requests. A 
commonly used “thanks”, or “could you”, for instance, could have made the 
request more socially acceptable. 
 
The sequence of Martha and George ordering each other to answer the door further 
continues, as Martha, for the second time, orders George to open the door. Martha 
says: “Get to that door, you.” Here, Martha adds the attention getter “you” after her 
request, which can have a pejorative connotation. By referring directly to George 
with the personal pronoun “you”, it involves him directly. Between Martha’s two 
utterances, the stage directions indicate that George does not move after Martha’s 
second attempt to get him to open the door. Martha makes use of two personal 
pronouns ”I’ll fix you, you...”, which further exemplifies that the tone is insulting 
and provoking. 
 
In the next line, the stage directions indicate that George “fake-spits” and then says 
“...to you…” to Martha. Spitting is not considered polite nor a socially acceptable 
thing to do. George is not actually spitting, but by George faking to spit, he still 
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succeeds in indicating how he feels about the correspondence with Martha. 
Furthermore, by saying that the spitting is for her, he breaks the maxim of manner, 
as he is being obscure through not expressing clearly in words his feelings. George 
is telling Martha something through his gesture, something that Martha 
understands without George saying it with words. 
 
 
Excerpt 2 
HONEY (As she sits) 
Oh, isn’t this lovely. 
NICK (Perfunctorily) 
Yes indeed… very handsome. 
MARTHA 
Well, thanks. 
NICK 
(Indicating the abstract painting) 
Who… who did the…? 
MARTHA 
That? Oh, that’s by… 
GEORGE 
… some Greek with a mustache Martha attacked one night in… 
HONEY 
(To save the situation) 
Oh, ho, ho, ho, HO. 
(Albee, 1962:22) 
 
This excerpt takes place shortly after the guests, Nick and Honey, have arrived at 
George and Martha’s house. Prior to this, the four characters have greeted each 
other for the first time earlier in the evening at the faculty party, at the university 
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where George and Nick both work. Martha and George have already made several 
negative comments about each other and their shared home after Nick and Honey’s 
arrival. In this excerpt, Nick is attempting to compliment a painting hanging on the 
wall. 
 
The key can already be defined as tense, due to the fact that the entering couple has 
just overheard Martha giving George a vulgar remark. 
 
Typically, as a guest arriving in another person’s house, it can be said that 
commenting on the host’s furniture or housing, is a socially satisfying behavior. 
This is the case because the host is showing hospitality by welcoming guests into 
their private sphere. The guests are somehow in a position of debt, and are 
therefore expected to ‘give back’ or show gratitude. 
Accordingly, Nick is reacting following preferences by engaging in a compliment 
sequence. This compliment sequence is also a repair sequence, as Nick is 
introducing an activity shift token to change the key of the situation. 
This repair is an example of an O.I.O.R., as Nick is attempting to repair Martha 
and George’s behavior, which has been rude from the start. As seen in the theory, 
this type of repair is not the preference. Martha and George should have repaired 
their utterances by themselves, but as they do not, the guests are left with the 
responsibility, or ‘burden’, of repairing. If the hosts had themselves initiated repair 
sequences, the situation could have been saved, according to Nick and Honey. 
When Nick asks who painted the painting, he is breaking the maxim of manner, 
which states that you must avoid obscurity of expression. Nick is being obscure by 
asking about a painting that has no value in the present situation and is out of topic. 
Furthermore, his intention is not to get an answer to this question. Rather, it is to 
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change the subject without directly saying: “Let’s change the topic”, as this would 
not follow preferences. Implicature is therefore created, as there is a gap between 
the literal meaning of Nick’s words and what is actually implied. Nick is being 
polite, as he hides his intention by stating what he means in a packaged utterance. 
 
Martha cuts Nick off before he is able to finish his sentence, and responds to his 
question in what would seem to be a clear answer following Grice’s maxim of 
relation. Although Martha does not succeed in completing her answer as George 
then interrupts her, she begins her reply with what appears to be relevant 
information. The response is not following the preference, as Martha begins to 
answer before Nick succeeds in completing his question: “Who… who did the…?”. 
Although interruptions do occur regularly in daily speech, making use of an 
apology token would have enabled to ease the impediment in this case. 
 
Following this, Martha is interrupted by George and is not given the possibility to 
finish her sentence. When doing this, George completes her utterance for her. The 
fact that there is no capital letter at the beginning of the clause further demonstrates 
this. His answer “… some Greek with a mustache Martha attacked one night in…” 
reveals negative information about his wife (whether true or not, it is still 
considered negative) by pointing to infidelity, promiscuousness, and aggression, 
which are taboo topics within this frame and time. This information is therefore not 
following preferences and does not pass. Indeed, Honey’s response “Oh, ho, ho, 
ho, HO.” attempts to cover the shocking utterance. This, again, is an example of 
O.I.O.R. George’s utterance was the trouble source which this repair sought to 
cover. 
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George is violating Grice’s maxim of manner, as his answer is not specific enough. 
The fact that he does not state clearly who has painted the painting shows this. The 
use of the indefinite pronoun: “some” makes this less specific. George is giving 
less than the minimal amount of information needed to respond to Nick’s question. 
Indeed, he does not clarify who the painter actually is by offering this information. 
Nick is expecting a name or more adequate information, which would have 
enabled him to identify the painter. If George does not know who the painter is, his 
answer might have to have been more ‘packaged’ as he is not able to give the 
information required to fulfill Nick’s request. 
 
When Honey covers George’s utterance with the use of “Oh, ho, ho, ho, HO.”, she 
makes use of a rising tone, which can be seen in the use of capital letters in the last 
“HO”. This can be done to strengthen Honey’s repair, so that George’s utterance 
will be more easily ended. The fact that “Ho” is repeated four times can 
demonstrate this as well. Also, the stage directions indicate that Honey says this: 
“To save the situation”. By doing this, Honey is the repair initiator. 
 
 
Excerpt 3 
HONEY 
Dear! You’re being joshed. 
NICK (Cold) 
I’m aware of that. 
(A brief, awkward silence) 
GEORGE (Truly) 
I am sorry. 
(NICK nods condescending forgiveness) 
What it is, actually, is it’s a pictorial representation of the order of Martha’s mind. 
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MARTHA 
Ha, ha, ha, HA! Make the kids a drink, George. What do you want, kids? What do you 
want to drink, hunh? 
NICK 
Honey? What would you like? 
(Albee, 1962:23) 
 
Prior to this scene, George has been joshing Nick in relation to a painting Nick is 
attempting to compliment (as seen in the above excerpt). It is early in the evening 
and the key remains tense.  
 
Because of the previous exchange between the characters, as the stage directions 
imply, there is “A brief, awkward silence”. Nick has just affirmed that he is aware 
that George is mocking him, and George answers that he is sorry. The stage 
directions indicate that George is “Truly” sorry. George has acknowledged the 
situation, and that his behavior in mocking Nick is inappropriate and therefore 
apologizes for his behavior. Nick, however, does not accept his apology, which can 
be seen in the stage directions: “(NICK nods condescending forgiveness)”.  Nick 
being condescending can be explained by the fact that George has been 
continuously confrontational prior to this particular exchange. Because of this, it is 
doubtful whether this simple apology is enough to make up for the events of the 
evening, or whether it is even sincere. 
 
After this, George returns to the topic of the painting, but this time it is Martha that 
he joshes.   
In this sequence, George is again taking up the previous conversation about the 
painting by humiliating Martha. He does so by stating that an abstract painting 
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resembles the state of her mind, which tends to be ‘chaotic’ and unstructured. This 
is a degrading comment since comparing someone’s mind to an abstract painting 
might indicate that the mind is ‘chaotic’, and therefore that she has problems. 
 
Martha’s response to this is to laugh. This is an attempt to change the course of the 
conversation and shows that the remark does not pass. The reason for this is that 
George’s remark is humiliating. In order to do so, she begins her line with a “Ha,” 
which is an attention getter. This enables the focus to be placed elsewhere, and is 
also a repair sequence. Laughing can be a way to save face by pretending that she 
is not embarrassed or affected by George’s remark. Furthermore, Martha repeats 
“ha” four times, where the last time it is written in capital letters followed by an 
exclamation mark. This shows Martha’s urgency in changing the topic. 
 
Following this, Martha initiates a head act proper by ordering George to make a 
drink for the guests: “Make the kids a drink, George.” This is in the imperative 
form, and again an activity shift token. Adding “George” is not necessary here, as 
all participants should understand who Martha is speaking to. However, by directly 
addressing George, she is emphasizing the frustration and urgency in attempting to 
get George to stop talking. 
Following this, Martha addresses her guests, asking them two nearly identical 
questions consecutively: “What do you want, kids? What do you want to drink, 
hunh?”. The fact that she does this without waiting for a response from the 
addressees the first time shows that her primary interest is not really whether her 
guests want a drink or not. Here, again, Martha is attempting to shift the focus 
from the previous topic. 
Martha is breaking the maxim of quality by addressing Nick and Honey as “kids”. 
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Both Honey and Nick are grown adults, which means that Martha is uttering 
something she knows to be false. 
Her addressing them as such shows disrespect. This is the case, as a child is 
considered dependent and at least physically weaker than an adult. 
 
Following through this adjacency pair, Nick asks Honey what she would like to 
drink. By doing this, he is joining in on Martha’s attempt at repairing the situation, 
while also ignoring George’s previous remark. This again shows that George’s 
remark was out of place. Nick engages in a socially expected response as it shows 
he has taken Martha’s question into consideration. He is being polite when asking 
Honey what she would like and, at least seemingly, putting her needs before his 
own. This is also socially expected behavior, since Honey is his wife and one is 
expected to care for one’s spouse. The way in which Nick’s utterance is formulated 
is polite, making use of syntactical downgraders with the modal verb “would” 
instead of “do”. 
 
Excerpt 4 
NICK 
You look pale, Honey. Do you want a…? 
HONEY 
Yes, dear… a little more brandy, maybe. Just a drop. 
GEORGE 
O.K., Martha. 
NICK 
May I use the… uh… bar? 
GEORGE 
Hm? Oh, yes… yes… by all means. Drink away… you’ll need it as the years go on. (For 
MARTHA, as if she were in the room) You goddamn destructive... 
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HONEY (To cover) 
What time is it, dear? 
NICK 
Two thirty. 
HONEY 
Oh, it’s so late… we should be getting home. 
(Albee, 1962:48-49) 
 
This excerpt takes place around the beginning of the evening. Honey has just 
revealed to George that she is aware that he and Martha have a child, and that 
Martha has told her this. George is surprised by it, and, according to the stage 
directions, he acts strangely due to tensions with Martha, who is upstairs changing 
her clothes. Nick comments that Honey looks pale and asks her if she would like a 
drink, which leads him to asking if he may use the bar. 
 
In the first line of the excerpt, Nick is asking to use the bar. By using the modal 
verb “may”, Nick is introducing a syntactical downgrader to minimize the 
imposition and the request. The fact that Nick pauses twice mid-sentence shows 
hesitation signified by “…”. The use of “uh”, which is placed between the three 
dots, further emphasizes this hesitation. Socially it would not be acceptable to 
make oneself a drink in a bar in another person’s home without asking permission. 
The utterance is therefore packaged as a dispreferred utterance, as it might be 
informal not to do so. 
 
In the next line George breaks the maxim of manner and quantity. The maxim of 
manner states that you must be brief, which George is not. By not being brief he 
gives more information than what is necessary. An appropriate response to Nick’s 
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request would have been the first part of his utterance: “Hm? Oh, yes… yes… by 
all means. Drink away…”  This would have been enough information to respond 
to Nick’s request and to end the adjacency pair while being socially appropriate. 
However, the comment “(...) you’ll need it as the years go on.” does not respond to 
Nick’s question, and is a general ‘life lesson’. Not only is he giving too much 
irrelevant information, breaking the maxim of relation, but it is also inappropriate 
in this context. The key here could perhaps be ironic, and it would be a joke if that 
were the case. This would make his comment socially acceptable. However, when 
he adds “You goddamn destructive…” about Martha, it is clear that this is not 
ironic. This comment is what enables us to understand the intention behind the 
utterance, and is what makes the key tense. 
 
Following what is argued above, Honey changes the topic by asking: “What time is 
it, dear?”. This is further shown by the stage direction: “To cover”. By doing this, 
tension is relieved. The fact that Honey covers George’s utterance shows that his 
utterance is a trouble source in need to be repaired. Again, we are faced with an 
O.I.O.R.. It can be seen as needing to be repaired due to the fact that George was 
about to call his wife something inappropriate. This is something which Honey 
does not wish to witness, and it is therefore dispreferred. The introducing of the 
affectionate term “dear” by Honey aids in easing the tension. Furthermore, the fact 
that the attempted conversation shift is established under the pretense of a question 
shows that Honey is expecting an answer. By doing this, she is engaging others 
than merely herself to join the conversation, thus making it easier to cut off 
George’s sentence. 
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Nick clearly responds to Honey’s question through an adjacency pair without 
breaking any maxims: “Two thirty.”. From the information provided, it is not 
possible to infer whether Nick is insinuating that it is late or not. He simply 
answers the question asked. However, by doing this, he is not acknowledging 
George’s prior remark, and is joining in on Honey’s attempt at O.I.O.R. 
 
To Nick, Honey responds: “Oh, it’s so late… we should be getting home”. Her 
utterance is polite and socially acceptable, since it is packaged in a way where her 
intentions are hidden by the fact that it is getting too late in the evening. If she had 
directly pointed to the true reason, namely that the situation was getting awkward 
and uncomfortable, it would have been an uncomfortable situation for all 
participants involved and also not following preferences. The posing of Honey’s 
previous question proves to be a useful tool where an acceptable excuse is given, 
namely that of it being late in the evening. 
Honey’s “Oh” here is intended to come off as an epistemic token, revealing 
surprise at new information that what not known prior. However, it is not likely 
that this is the case. As mentioned above, when employing the term here, it seems 
more likely it is made as an attempt to ensure a safe escape from the uncomfortable 
events. The term expresses her surprise at discovering the time, which adds to the 
credibility of the excuse. It makes it seem like Honey was not interested in leaving 
before, but now that she realizes how late it is, the urgency to leave is because of 
the time and not the awkwardness. 
The fact that Honey employs the word “so” relating to the time further emphasizes 
the fact that it is late, which aids in making the excuse more credible. The use of 
the word “should” instead of “need”, for instance, is a syntactical downgrader, 
which makes the socially negative action of leaving a host’s home after only 
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several instances slightly less direct. Furthermore, the verb “should” is written in 
italics, which emphasizes the necessity of leaving.  
The fact that Honey uses the pronoun “we” and not just “I” without asking Nick 
what he would prefer to do brings the urgency of leaving further. The guests’ 
escape can be more easily attained in this way. Furthermore, all of these elements 
are forms of packaging, which demonstrate that stating directly the need to go 
home would not follow preferences. 
 
 
Excerpt 5 
GEORGE 
STOP IT, MARTHA! 
MARTHA 
And Daddy said… Look here, I will not let you publish such a thing… 
GEORGE 
(Rushes to phonograph… rips the record off) 
That’s it! The dancing’s over. That’s it. Go on, now! 
NICK 
What do you think you’re doing, hunh? 
HONEY (Happily) 
Violence! Violence! 
MARTHA 
(Loud: a pronouncement) 
And Daddy said… Look here, kid, you don’t think for a second I’m going to let you publish 
this crap, do you? Not on your life, baby… not while you’re teaching here…. You publish 
that goddamn book and you’re out… on your ass! 
GEORGE 
DESIST! DESIST! 
MARTHA 
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Ha, ha, ha, HA! 
NICK (Laughing) 
De...sist! 
HONEY 
Oh, violence… violence! 
(Albee, 1962: 150-151) 
 
This excerpt is situated near the middle of the evening where the four characters 
have been through several humiliating sequences. Prior to this excerpt, Martha has 
been embarrassing George by telling the guests about a book he has written which 
did not get published. George repeatedly tries to end this discussion and is 
becoming increasingly upset and frustrated. However, Martha does not listen to 
George, and Nick is encouraging Martha to pursue the story. 
 
The stage directions inform us that Martha is speaking loudly and making a 
pronouncement, clearly attempting to get attention from everyone present. This 
also indicates that what Martha wants to say is intended to be heard by everyone. 
The maxim of relation is broken here, as the utterance is not relevant for Nick and 
Honey. As mentioned earlier, George is trying to stop Martha from saying these 
things, which makes it clear that George does not find this information relevant for 
their guests in this context and he does not wish for them to hear it. Martha 
ignoring George’s warnings further demonstrates that her tone is mocking.  
Within this particular context, the two couples have just met. Thus their 
relationship has not arrived at a point where they should, or would, expose 
weaknesses and failures out in the open. If Martha’s utterance was a genuine 
attempt to confide in the guests, the discussion of George’s failure could have 
passed within this context. This would not have breached the maxim of relation. 
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However, Martha’s utterance does not have the aim of confiding in the guests, but 
rather to mock. In this way, it breaks the maxims of quantity and relation. Martha’s 
utterance is contributing more information than what is needed. 
Due to the established relationships between the hosts and the guests, exposing 
George’s failed attempt to publish a book is not a relevant conversational topic 
here. Furthermore, it is also confrontational. Because of the breaches in maxims, 
implicature is created. In the literal meaning of the utterance, Martha is simply 
telling a story, line for line repeating what her father has said. However, as shown 
above, implicature is created, as the context allows us to see the gap between what 
is said and what is actually meant. Martha is not telling a story simply for the sake 
of the story, rather, it is used to humiliate George in front of their guests. 
 
Failures are not preferable to be exposed, and especially not in this context where 
those present are mere acquaintances. By exposing George’s failure in publishing 
his book, Martha is going against preferences. There is a reversal of preferences, 
which is to show Martha’s husband in a negative light. This has been stated above 
by Martha’s enthusiasm in pointing out George’s failures openly. 
 
It is noticeable by George’s response to Martha’s comment, which is marked by 
capital letters and exclamation marks that the utterance was out of place. The use 
of this particular punctuation illustrates frustration as well as the tense key. He is 
strongly emphasizing that he wishes Martha would cease. Furthermore, the 
punctuation also reveals the way in which the remark must be made, namely in a 
loud and urgent way. 
The use of the term “desist”, which means to cease, can have a strong effect. 
Rather than employing the commonly used term “stop”, the term “desist” here 
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further emphasizes the wish to cease the conversation. George has already 
expressed his wish to end the conversation using the term “stop” several times 
previously without success. Therefore, George makes use of the synonym, 
“desist”, which underlines his attempt to get Martha’s attention. The repeated use 
of “DESIST” twice also suggests this. By demonstrating such frustration, George is 
responding to Martha’s provocation. Furthermore, his utterance is not packaged, as 
he is directly implying what he wishes (which is for Martha to desist) bringing the 
urgency out even further. 
 
In the next line, Martha laughs: “Ha, ha, ha, HA!” which further demonstrates her 
satisfaction in the turn the humiliation sequence has taken. The humiliation 
sequence has been completed, ending with a triumphant laugh from Martha and 
frustration on George’s behalf. 
 
 
Excerpt 6 
GEORGE (On her)  
I’LL KILL YOU! 
(Grabs her by the throat. They struggle) 
NICK 
HEY! (Comes between them) 
HONEY (Wildly) 
VIOLENCE! VIOLENCE! 
(GEORGE, MARTHA, and NICK struggle… yell, etc.) 
MARTHA 
COWARD! 
GEORGE 
YOU SATANIC BITCH! 
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NICK 
STOP THAT! STOP THAT! 
HONEY 
VIOLENCE! VIOLENCE! 
(The other three struggle. GEORGE’s hands are on MARTHA’s throat. NICK grabs him, 
tears him from MARTHA, throws him on the floor. GEORGE, on the floor; NICK over him; 
MARTHA to one side, her hand on her throat) 
NICK 
That’s enough now! 
HONEY 
(Disappointment in her voice)  
Oh… oh… oh… 
(GEORGE drags himself into a chair. He is hurt, but it is more a profound humiliation than a 
physical injury) 
GEORGE (They watch him… a pause...) 
All right… all right… very quiet now… we will all be… very quiet. 
(Albee, 1962:152-153) 
 
This excerpt takes place midway through the evening where the participants are 
getting more drunk and the key is conflictual. All participants are at this point 
engaging in contributing to the tense key. Following Martha’s previous criticism 
on George’s book, George is pushed to the limit and reacts aggressively in 
response to this. Nick attempts to interfere between George and Martha before the 
situation gets too out of hand. 
 
Honey is encouraging violence through her utterance: “VIOLENCE! VIOLENCE!”. 
She is making a statement on the current key, which is aggressive and conflictual. 
When Honey makes this statement, it is clear to all participants that this is the key 
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of the interaction. Therefore, Honey is not stating this out of a need to inform 
them. Instead, she is attempting to bring this conflictual tone out even further. 
Honey’s utterance is breaking the maxim of manner, which states that one must be 
orderly. The yelling is far from orderly and it is also not appropriate to state that 
the situation is violent or that people are engaging in violence. This does not 
contribute to the conversation in any way and it should not have been said. 
Honey is going against preferences as she is encouraging violence, which is not 
behavior which tends to be preferred. Preferences are said to avoid 
disconfirmations, and violence is a strong form of disconfirmation. Preferences are 
therefore not followed here, and even the opposite is sought after. 
It is the second time she is repeating this utterance, which shows the urgency in her 
request. Additionally, the repetition of the word “violence” twice, along with the 
capital letters and exclamation mark, further emphasizes this. 
 
The stage directions reveal that George grabs Martha by the throat, where after 
Nick throws George to the floor as Martha recuperates. This occurs right after 
Honey’s encouragement for violence, which shows that her attempt might have 
aided in fueling the conflict.  
Domestic violence is not socially acceptable and reaches the level of taboo in our 
society. It is not common for domestic violence to be displayed out in the open. In 
this social context, the physical violence between Martha and George is therefore 
socially unexpected. The participants are hosts and guests who, as stated prior, 
barely know each other and this violent altercation between Martha and George is 
thereby not following preferences. 
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Nick is, by saying “That’s enough now!”, confirming that this situation is not 
acceptable and difficult to witness. The use of the words: “that’s enough” are 
stating to stop. Here, the context further emphasizes the urgency in ending the 
aggressive action. This utterance is an imperative, as Nick is ordering George and 
Martha to stop their fighting. It is further brought out by the use of the exclamation 
mark. 
 
In the next line, it is shown through the stage directions that Honey is disappointed, 
as the climax of the situation was put to an end. As Honey was encouraging 
violence previously, this was what she was hoping for. This utterance goes against 
preferences, as one would expect conflict-avoidance being preferred. The tone is 
not as loud as it was before, as the capital letters indicating the volume of the 
speech are no longer present, nor are the exclamation marks. The pauses, which are 
marked by three dots: “...” between each “Oh” further indicate that the 
conversation is taking a slower pace and that direct confrontational speech is 
ending. 
 
 
Excerpt 7 
GEORGE 
Let’s see now… what else can we do? There are other games. How about… how about… Hump 
the Hostess? HUNH?? How about that? How about Hump the Hostess? (To NICK) You wanna 
play that one? You wanna play Hump the Hostess? HUNH? HUNH? 
NICK (A little frightened) 
Calm down, now. 
(MARTHA giggles quietly) 
GEORGE 
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Or is that for later… mount her like a goddamn dog? 
HONEY 
(Wildly toasting everybody) 
Hump the Hostess! 
(Albee, 1962:154-155) 
 
Preceding this excerpt, there has been a physical struggle between the characters 
Martha and George. The key is awkward, as can be seen on the previous page: 
“(MARTHA and NICK laugh nervously)” (Albee, 1962:154). George has 
suggested several times that they all play a game he calls “Hump the Hostess”. 
This is in reaction to Martha and Nick’s flirtatious behavior, which has been 
constant throughout the evening. George has repeatedly cut off Nick every time he 
is attempting to shift the key of the interaction. Right before the excerpt, George’s 
tone is aggressive and loud, as his lines are in capital letters and he is repeating the 
same questions. This leads to the above excerpt. 
 
In the excerpt, Nick is, as shown through the stage directions, frightened. By not 
responding in the same manner as George, Nick is attempting to shift the key of 
the interaction. “Calm down, now” is an imperative. Nick is not raising his tone of 
voice, as there are neither capital letters nor exclamation marks. He is therefore 
attempting to shift the tone of speech in a firm manner, which remains polite. The 
word “now” preceded by the comma emphasizes this, where the utterance would 
have been more face-threatening without it. The fact that there is a break in the 
sentence further underlines this. The “now”, in this case, does not indicate the 
time-based adverb “now”, referring to the present. Therefore, Nick is not 
threatening George by saying that he should calm down NOW, as in this very 
moment. Rather, it is employed as an activity shift token. It is clear that the present 
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situation is not favorable for Nick, as he wishes to change the key. Therefore, we 
can define it as an O.I.O.R. sequence. Here, it would have been preferable for 
George to repair his own utterance. The roles are reversed, as it is Nick who is 
taking the usual role of the host in his attempt to keep the situation under control 
where George failed to do so. 
 
In the next line, George ignores Nick’s utterance by not responding to Nick’s 
attempt at repair. This is impolite and goes against the expected hospitality a host 
should have towards his guest. 
Additionally to not acknowledging Nick’s attempt at changing the key, George 
takes on the previous topic, bringing this to an even more vulgar and explicit level. 
Ignoring his guest is confrontational, as it does not follow preferences. It places 
Nick in an inferior position, as his utterance does not deserve acknowledgement. 
George is answering his own question to Nick, which further emphasizes the 
insignificance of Nick’s presence. With this utterance, George is the trouble 
source. 
The line “(...) mount her like a goddamn dog?” is too explicit within this context. 
Yet again, there is a role-reversal, as George is telling Nick to mount Martha like a 
dog. This suggestion goes against the roles of the host/guest relationship, since 
husbands and wives are the ones who are expected to sleep together, and not the 
host and the guest. It is surprising that George should make this remark. George is 
in the presence of guests whom he has just been acquainted with. This type of 
speech is not adequate within this context, as it is much too explicit sexually, going 
past boundaries of a somewhat formal meeting, by bringing in far too intimate 
details. 
This line breaks the maxim of manner, as George is not being orderly and he is not 
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avoiding obscurity of speech. Also, George is being very explicit in his suggestion, 
which means that the maxims of relation and quantity are also being broken. It is 
not relevant to suggest that Nick would mount Martha like a dog, and it is also too 
informative and explicit of a contribution to make in this particular situation 
amongst these people. 
When George says “(...) mount her like a goddamn dog?”, there can be different 
ways of understanding the utterance. It can be understood in the way in which Nick 
would be with Martha, that he should do it the way a dog would as if he were the 
dog. It could also mean that Nick should be with Martha as if she were the dog. 
The word “dog” can furthermore have two meanings. The denotational meaning is 
that of the animal. The connotational meaning is someone sexually promiscuous. It 
is unclear which of the two is meant here, leading to a breach in Grice's maxim of 
manner which is to avoid ambiguity. 
 
 
Excerpt 8 
(The door chimes chime) 
MARTHA 
Go answer the door. 
NICK (Amazed) 
What did you say? 
MARTHA 
I said, go answer the door. What are you, deaf? 
NICK 
(Trying to get it straight) 
You… want me… to go answer the door? 
MARTHA 
That’s right, lunkhead; answer the door. There must be something you can do well; or are 
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you too drunk to do that, too? Can’t get the latch up, either? 
NICK 
Look, there’s no need… 
(Door chimes again) 
(Albee, 1962:204-205) 
 
Prior to this excerpt, Martha and Nick are alone in the living room where they are 
left to discuss Martha and George’s marriage, while the other two characters are 
not present. This leads them to argue and provoke one another until the doorbell 
interrupts them. The excerpt is situated near the end of the play where the 
characters are all drunk and have witnessed many intense arguments and attempts 
of humiliation. 
 
In this adjacency pair, Martha introduces a head act proper by ordering Nick to 
answer the door. This order is made in the imperative form, and she does not make 
use of any syntactical downgraders to make her request more indirect. Had she 
packaged her request with conventionally indirect expressions, this would have 
altered the tone to a less confrontational key and would have been more 
acceptable. However, to succeed in her request passing, she would also need to 
provide Nick with an adequate grounder disabling her to answer the door. This 
does not appear to be the case here, as she is not preoccupied with any other 
activities. The expected roles are reversed, as she is putting the responsibility of 
opening the door of her own house upon her guest, and obviously not following 
socially expected behavior and preferences. There is an obvious lack of packaging 
which is noticeable in the asking of her favor. 
 
As is noticeable by Nick’s response: “What did you say?”, the order is out of place. 
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This sentence is not meant literally by Nick, as if he had not heard the words that 
Martha has said. The stage directions reinforce this as Nick is “Amazed”, revealing 
that he has heard what Martha said and that he is amazed by the directness of her 
order. This shows the extent to which Martha’s utterance has contradicted 
preferences. 
Nick’s utterance is giving Martha a chance for O.I.S.R.. Here, it would still be 
possible for Martha to repair her last utterance by using an apology token. 
However, Martha does not take this opportunity. In fact, she responds to Nick’s 
question as if he were speaking literally by repeating the same order, followed by: 
“What are you, deaf?”. 
The fact that Martha replies to Nick’s response as if he literally meant that he could 
not hear her the first time reaches a stronger level of confrontation. Not only is the 
attempt for repair ignored, it is purposely countered with an insult as well. 
Furthermore, the placement of the comma is important. If it were placed as the 
following: “What, are you deaf?”,  her response would contain no underlying 
implicature of whether he is deaf or not. However, the break being placed after 
“you” in “What are you, deaf?” engages an insulting and confrontational tone. Due 
to the placement of the comma, the force of the utterance changes from requiring 
an answer to a statement. 
 
Following Martha’s response, Nick asks Martha if she wants him to go answer the 
door. It is now the second time that Martha tells Nick to answer the door. 
Therefore, when Nick asks Martha “You… want me… to go answer the door?”, it 
is again not meant in that he literally did not hear what she has told him. The fact 
that he again seeks confirmation about what has been heard further emphasizes his 
shock, as seen previously. Furthermore, the pause indicated by “...” contributes to 
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adding to Nick’s state of shock, which points to his uncertainty where he cannot 
fully grasp the situation, as it is too socially unexpected. Nick’s question is again 
offering Martha the possibility for O.I.S.R.. 
 
Following Nick’s response, Martha, again, does not take the opportunity to initiate 
repair. By answering directly with: “That’s right”, Martha is in fact taking Nick’s 
question literally yet again. This is insulting as Nick’s utterance was very 
obviously not meant literally, and Martha is disregarding the force behind the 
utterance. Martha’s utterance is further insulting, as it contains the insult: 
“lunkhead”, followed by an imperative “answer the door”. As mentioned 
previously, a host is not expected to give orders to the guest. 
On top of this, Martha also criticizes Nick’s sexual abilities by stating: “There must 
be something you can do well”, which means that he is not capable of doing 
anything well. 
When asking: “(...) or are you too drunk to do that, too?”, the “too” refers to their 
previous failed attempt at sexual intercourse, where Nick could not perform. 
Furthermore, after all this, Martha asks Nick: “Can’t get the latch up, either?”. 
The use of the term “latch” can have a double connotation, as it could be used both 
as referring to the actual door, or as Nick’s member. One’s intimate parts are 
generally not a common or preferred topic of conversation amongst unfamiliar 
company. Martha bringing Nick’s private parts in the open is both diminishing and 
embarrassing. The fact that this failure on Nick’s part is mentioned three times 
consecutively lays emphasis on his incompetence.  Martha is humiliating Nick by 
insulting him, ordering him around, pretending not to understand his intention, 
diminishing him, and referring to his failed sexual performance.  
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The use of the two interrogative forms consecutively aid in contributing to the 
insult as the confrontation is more direct. This is the case because the participant is 
directly involved when a question is asked, and one is generally expected to 
answer when asked a question. Here, these questions are not employed in order to 
obtain an answer, rather, they are asked in a rhetorical sense. Martha breaks the 
maxim of relation as she mentions an incident that is not relevant in this particular 
situation. She is humiliating him by speaking about something that is far from 
relevant in this situation where she could simply ask Nick to open the door without 
insulting him and breaking a maxim. 
 
Following these insults, Nick states: “Look, there’s no need…”. “Look” is 
employed as a tool for obtaining attention, since it is in the imperative form. 
Additionally, it is an attention getter, where the comma creates a pause laying 
emphasis on the word “Look”, which might aid in shifting the topic of 
conversation. When stating: “there’s no need”, there is an urge to abort the current 
topic where it is insinuated that the current topic is not necessary. Furthermore, the 
pause marked by “...” emphasize a break in the phrase on Nick’s part. The fact that 
he does not complete his sentence shows the impact of Martha’s utterance and the 
shock of the humiliation where his insecurity is shown. Furthermore, there are two 
pauses in his utterance, which underlines this point even further. This is due to 
Martha’s directness in her insults and lack of use of syntactical downgraders. 
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Subconclusion 
The eight excerpts have now been analyzed following a Conversation Analytical 
approach, making use of Paul Grice’s Conversational Maxims, theories concerning 
preference, and repair.  
Through the analysis of the excerpts, we have found that they are all conflictive to 
a certain extent. 
 
The analysis has enabled us to observe the conflictive elements, which create a 
sense of tension in the chosen excerpts. Several recurring patterns which were 
present in conflictual situations can be noted. 
 
One of the important patterns which were observed was ignoring a request and 
pursuing one’s current activity, not answering to a question well, or answering out 
of topic. When this is done, the maxim of manner is violated. This was often the 
case with Martha and George, as can be noted in Excerpt 1, 3, 5, and 7. As an 
example of ignoring, in Excerpt 7, Nick says “Calm down, now.” and this is 
ignored by George who pursues his confrontational talk. 
 
Amongst the predominant and recurring patterns, we found an abundance of 
imperatives. These were employed mostly by Martha, who was ordering both 
George and Nick around to open doors or fix drinks, as seen in Excerpt 1, 3, and 8. 
 
Another source of conflict proved to be the recurring lack of self-repair on George 
and Martha’s behalf. It is often the case that George or Martha initiate a shocking 
utterance, which is left unrepaired, and where the other is forced to take on this 
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her mind is like an abstract painting to which Honey attempts an O.I.O.R. by 
stating “Oh, ho, ho, ho, HO.”. 
In these excerpts, the most common forms of repair are O.I.O.R. performed by 
Honey or Nick in Excerpts 1, 3, and 4. These are not the preferred repairs, since 
one is made to take the responsibility for an ‘error’ which someone else has made. 
This also demonstrates that there is no participation on Martha or George’s behalf 
to attempt to dissipate any possible misunderstandings. 
 
Aggressive behavior including insults and physical aggression is noticeable in 
Excerpt 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. It is particularly noticeable in Excerpt 6 where there is 
a physical struggle between Martha and George, and where Nick joins in, in an 
attempt to end the confrontation. 
 
Another predominant pattern we have observed through the analysis is a theme of 
roles being reversed. This can be seen in Excerpt 7 and 8. Martha and George are 
the hosts and yet, Nick and Honey are forced into taking on the role of the host 
because Martha and George fail to do so. Furthermore, in Excerpt 7, George is 
asking if Nick wants to mount Martha like a dog. This is a sexual reference and it 
is a role reversal as George is implying that Nick should have sex with Martha, 
who is George’s wife. 
 
A last recurring theme throughout the excerpts which was a source of conflict, 
especially in Excerpt 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, is the revealing of too much information 
which is not relevant, and often breaking Grice’s maxim of relation. 
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Discussion of findings 
Through our analysis, it is observable that many repairs have been used, maxims 
have been broken, and dispreferred actions are present. Due to our methodological 
approach, a chronological analysis was made where our findings were not 
structured thematically, but linearly. Now that our findings have been established, 
it is possible for us to draw upon the separate findings and establish possible 
patterns as to why tension arises. 
We will start by investigating dispreferred actions, before looking into both 
successful and unsuccessful repairs, and thereafter Grice’s Conversational 
Maxims. 
 
Out of the eight excerpts, there are 12 dispreferred actions which take place, 
respectively six from Martha and six from George (See Appendix 1). These 
dispreferred actions have been sorted into five categories: Revealing too much 
information, ignoring the addressee and his request, aggressiveness, reversing of 
roles, and use of the imperative form. These categories have been established by 
observing recurring patterns within the dispreferred utterances. All of these 
categories, as has been observed throughout our analysis, fit under the common 
characteristic of humiliation. The dispreferred actions are also capable of 
encompassing several of the five abovementioned categories within the same 
utterance, ranging from two to five categories within the same one. For instance, 
when George states “...some Greek with a mustache Martha attacked one night in 
…” (Excerpt 2), he is both revealing too much information, ignoring Nick’s request 
while being aggressive, and also reversing roles (as can be seen in the analysis). 
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Of these 12 dispreferred actions, seven revealed too much information, nine 
ignored or did not acknowledge the addressee’s intention, nine were aggressive, 
eight roles were reversed, and six were under the imperative form (See Appendix 
1) 
 
These 12 dispreferred actions have been rated on a scale from ‘High’ tension, to 
‘Higher’ tension, to ‘Highest’ amount of tension (See Appendix 1). We determined 
how high the tension was in relation to how provoking we felt the utterance was. 
 
An interesting characteristic discovered was that the dispreferred actions marked 
by ‘Highest’ in tension tended to result in a higher impact in terms of the response 
to the utterance. However, the intensity of the dispreferred utterance did not 
necessarily coincide with a larger amount of the categories present within the same 
utterance. 
 
Out of the 12 dispreferred utterances, five were rated ‘Highest’. In these cases, the 
tension was mostly generated by overt attempts at humiliation. One of these is 
when George fake spits at Martha in Excerpt 1, or in Excerpt 4, where he is 
insulting Martha in front of the guests. In the first excerpt, there are only two 
dispreferred categories present in George’s utterance, which are those of ignoring 
the interlocutor’s request, and being aggressive. In Excerpt 4, there are three 
categories present, which are those of revealing too much information, being 
aggressive, and reversing roles. Although some other dispreferred utterances from 
the other excerpts bore more categories, they were not perceived as being as 
intense. 
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One ‘Highest’ tension utterance was from Martha in Excerpt 8: “That’s right, 
lunkhead; answer the door. There must be something you can do well; or are you 
too drunk to do that, too? Can’t get the latch up, either?”. Although this utterance 
did encompass all categories, the reason for it being particularly embarrassing for 
Nick is because it is degrading his capacities along with his sexual abilities. It is 
therefore directly face-threatening. What is degrading here is not so much the use 
of the imperative form as the content of the utterance. 
Therefore, the weight in tension is not determined by the amount of categories 
contained within the same utterance. Rather, what is striking is the use of overt 
degrading and face-threatening humiliation. The ‘Highest’ dispreferred actions 
within these excerpts are therefore those which are highly face-threatening. 
 
Another point, which was observed about dispreferred actions, was that for it to be 
rated ‘Highest’ in tension, there had to be an escalation in tension. There was never 
a ‘Highest’ utterance when there was not at least ‘higher’ before. There tended to 
be an escalation in intensity. This confirms what has been stated in the theory 
chapter about conflict, where there must be at least two participants participating 
(by engaging or acknowledging the presence of conflict) for conflict to be 
maintained. This will be further developed in the section covering unsuccessful 
repair. 
 
An interesting aspect noted was that the response to a dispreferred utterance was 
found to be proportionate to the amount of tension present in the dispreferred 
utterance. When George tells Nick to mount Martha: “(...) like a goddamn dog”, 
(Excerpt 7), which is one of the four ‘Highest’ utterances, Nick’s response is to 
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reply “Calm down now...”. As shall be discussed later in the section covering 
repair, here, Nick is being direct and is therefore confrontational to a certain extent. 
The next utterance which was ‘Highest’ was in Excerpt 8, as mentioned above, 
where Martha humiliates Nick. Nick’s response is to say “Look, there’s no 
need...”.  Here, Nick acknowledging that there is conflict, which is more direct 
than a change of topic. This type of repair can show more urgency than the others, 
as it is more direct. 
 
 
In terms of repair, out of the eight excerpts, there are six repairs present, both 
successful and unsuccessful. As mentioned in the analysis, except for on one 
occasion, O.I.O.R. was the only type of repair found, where the other was an 
attempt for O.I.S.R. In this part, the different uses of repair will be investigated. 
The interest will be in looking at whether the repair sequences succeed or not, and 
thereby determine their effectiveness. If repair sequences are successful, can one 
type of repair be detected as being particularly successful? If the repair sequences 
do not succeed, can a particular type of repair which is unsuccessful be detected, 
and why? 
 
As noted in the analysis, almost all repairs which took place are O.I.O.R’s. The 
fact that as much O.I.O.R. repair is present within these excerpts reveals that there 
has been many interaction faults. If the characters deem that a repair is necessary to 
initiate, then it can be said that there was an ‘error’. It can be said that preferences 
are not followed, as it is preferred to self-initiate a repair. There can therefore be a 
correlation observed between the abundance in repairs which do not follow 
preferences, and the tenseness of the situation (as the extracts have been chosen on 
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the basis that they are provoking). The tenseness in the excerpts can partly be 
explained by Martha and George, who lack to take responsibility for their 
dispreferred utterances. It would seem that the preference theory stating that 
O.I.O.R.’s do not follow preferences would be applicable here, as the tension is 
noticeable in situations in which O.I.O.R. is present in vast amounts 
 
Examples of repair sequences from our excerpts that were successful and 
unsuccessful will now be presented in order to observe whether we can detect any 
patterns in repair sequences. 
 
In the analysis, it can be observed that out of the eight excerpts, there are six where 
a repair sequence takes place. They are present in a vast majority of the extracts. 
Out of these six uses of repair, three of them were successful, and three were 
unsuccessful. 
 
In excerpts 2, 3, and 4, repair sequences under the form of O.I.O.R. were initiated, 
and successful. 
In Excerpt 2, Honey says: “Oh, ho, ho, ho, HO.” in order to cover George’s remark 
and interrupt him as well. By doing this, Honey is attempting to repair the 
inappropriateness of George’s comment by covering his utterance and attempting 
to change the topic. After her line, Nick says: “It’s got a… a...”, which signals that 
Honey’s attempt at a repair sequence is successful, as the topic was changed and 
George did not succeed in completing his inappropriate comment. 
 
In Excerpt 3, Martha is the one attempting to repair. George is humiliating her, and 
she therefore attempts to change the topic and repair the situation. In this form of 
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repair, Martha is asking Nick and Honey a direct question (what they wanted to 
drink) in order to change the topic from what George was engaged in. 
The repair is indirect and successful, as Nick goes along with the repair sequence 
and answers Martha’s question instead of listening to George. The shift in topic is 
successful, where even George stops what he is saying and comments on the drink 
that Honey requests. 
 
In Excerpt 4, George is frustrated and about to curse his wife. Honey attempts a 
repair sequence as she ignores George and instead asks Nick a question: “What 
time is it, dear?”. By interrupting George, Honey is disabling him from saying 
something negative about Martha through changing the topic by asking a question. 
This form of repair is indirect as she is not acknowledging George’s remark or 
commenting on it. The repair sequence is successful as Nick answers Honey’s 
question and they move on from the current subject. 
 
It can now be said that these repairs are successful due to their form. All three 
cases are indirect repairs. It is never stated explicitly that there was an 
inappropriate remark or a trouble source, or they never ask for an explanation or an 
apology. 
 
Twice it happens that the topic succeeds in being changed by asking a question. 
This type of repair appears to be effective due to the fact that it requires an answer 
and therefore guarantees a change of topic. It directly includes others present in the 
execution of the repair, as it requires an answer. 
 
It happens twice that repair is executed by interrupting directly at the trouble 
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source. This is effective as it is able to cover the words which are deemed too face-
threatening and therefore in need to be repaired. 
 
It is now possible to say that the repairs that are indirect through their changing of 
topic or asking of a question succeed. This is because they do not comprise 
characteristics of conflict or take part in it. It is a non-conflictual way of shifting 
the key which is tense to ‘neutral’. This was achieved by, for example, asking for 
the time, which is a factual question. It is therefore neutral and not engaging in the 
conflict. By simply changing the topic by interrupting, one is acting in a non-
confrontational way, and might therefore have a better chance at being successful 
in the attempt to repair a situation. Indeed, within these extracts, there is no joining 
in on the conflict and the repair was therefore successful. 
 
As stated above, out of the six times where a repair was attempted, it succeeded 
three times, which means that it failed half of the time. This means that repair does 
not guarantee to ‘save’ a situation at all times. The repairs that failed were present 
in excerpts 5, 7, and 8. They did not succeed due to the fact that, after the attempt 
for repair, confrontation continued. 
 
These three repairs were, contrary to the repairs which tended to succeed, direct in 
nature. This means that they, more or less directly, said to stop: in Excerpt 5, 
George repeatedly says “DESIST!” to Martha, and, in Excerpt 7, Nick says “Calm 
down, now.” to George. Excerpt 8 can also be defined as direct, as Nick directly 
confronts Martha “You... want me... to go answer the door?”.  Here, he is giving 
Martha the opportunity to self-repair.  
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These three repairs do not attempt to repair by changing the topic through bringing 
in a new subject of conversation or asking a question. Rather, they directly 
confront the person who started the trouble source by telling them to stop or by 
asking for an explanation. In these cases, the dispreferred actions which preceded 
the repairs tended to be face-threatening. They directly addressed the one repairing.  
As an example, in Excerpt 5, Martha has been mocking George and his inability to 
publish a book. Therefore George replies by “DESIST!” 
In the three excerpts containing direct repair, the dispreferred action was both 
directly addressed to and humiliating for the one who is attempting a repair. In 
fact, these three overt repairs are responses to dispreferred responses which were 
rated ‘Highest’ in terms of tension. These cases show urgency in the need to repair, 
as they directly threaten the face of the participants. The characters do not have the 
patience to change the topic, and therefore express themselves more directly. The 
irony is that, although these repairs are used when in desperate need, the conflict 
was not solved in these situations. Instead, it further escalated.  
This, as mentioned previously, shows that this ‘direct’ type of repair, to a certain 
extent, engages in the conflict. The repairs are not obscure, as the illocutionary 
force is on the same level as the utterance is. Their aim is to stop the on-going 
conversation. They are stating this directly through no packaging. Due to their 
being direct through asking to stop the conversation, they are partly ‘joining in’ on 
the conflict. This is due to the fact that, by directly confronting a conflictive 
utterance, one is, to some extent, acknowledging the presence of conflict. Here, 
this leads to further confrontation. If one simply changes the topic by asking for the 
time, as is done by Honey, there is no direct acknowledgement of conflict. Within 
the excerpts we have observed that conflict is able to pursue or escalate to 
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‘Highest’ when the participants acknowledge that there is a trouble source to be 
repaired. 
 
Due to their being ‘direct’ in form, it is explicit that these participants do not 
appreciate the comment which has been made previously. Through Martha and 
George’s utterances within the chosen excerpts, it seems as though their aim is to 
provoke and humiliate. In fact, Martha and George are even pleased when a direct 
response to conflict is seen in the other participant. In Excerpt 5, Martha laughs 
after George says “DESIST!”, which clearly exemplifies this. Through the direct 
attempts at repairing by the participants, the intentions of Martha and George have 
been met. This might be another reason as to why the conflict escalates in these 
cases. As George and Martha are seeking conflict, when one joins in on their 
‘game’, this will only escalate the tension present, as it what they are aiming for. 
 
 
We have seen which forms of repair were successful and which were not, and will 
now investigate what the aims of these indirect and direct repairs are. 
 
As noted above, indirect repairs were not used as a means to solve the cause of 
conflict and tension in the situations, but merely to distract from current 
awkwardness. Rather, these are made in order to avoid the uncomfortable topic and 
keep a smooth interaction in place, by simply changing the topic. 
There may be multiple reasons accounting for this. It might be socially awkward to 
confront someone one has only recently met. Or perhaps the incessant conflictual 
behavior of George and Martha might lead one to believing that they will not 
change or do not care about other participants’ feelings. In this case, an attempt at 
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O.I.S.R. would be futile. 
Furthermore, as seen above, O.I.O.R. proved to be more efficient than attempts at 
O.I.S.R. which could account for their continuous use as the result proved itself to 
be more successful. 
 
As discussed above, direct repairs tended to result in even higher confrontation 
from the trouble source. This might be because the indirect and direct repair types 
have different functions. In fact, they appear in different cases. It seems as though 
the direct repairs were made in obvious face threatening situations. In this case, it 
might be that participants being so overtly face threatened, they do not wish to 
simply ignore the comment to pursue a smooth conversation. In this situation, one 
might wish to restore face, at least to a certain extent, by a more direct form of 
repair, and even getting frustrated. This confirms what has been seen in the theory 
chapter, where, as stated by Leung, there must be at least two active participants 
for there to be conflict. This would also account for the escalation in tension in 
these cases, as noted above. 
 
These exchanges might lead us to questioning why it is that within these excerpts, 
Nick and Honey are the ones initiating repair, while Martha only does it once and 
George none. Similarly, it is always Martha and George who are adding to the 
conflict, and Nick and Honey repairing. Why? 
Martha and George go against preferences, as seen in the analysis, mainly by 
failure to take into account the considerations of other participants and not 
acknowledging the other participant. This is seen through their actions where they 
repeatedly ignore the other participant and refuse to repair.  
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When a repair sequence is initiated, it indicates that something has been done that 
must be repaired. Through our analysis, we have found that dispreferred actions 
lead to the necessity for repair. Another thing that happens, in relation to this, is a 
breach in one or more of Grice’s four Conversational Maxims, which we will go 
into depth with now. 
 
In the analysis, it was established that Grice’s maxims were broken several times 
throughout the eight excerpts. Having further studied our findings from the 
analysis, we are now able to observe certain patterns within the broken maxims. 
 
Within the eight excerpts, maxims were broken 29 times. Out of those 29 maxims, 
it was clear that the maxim of manner was the maxim broken the most. It is broken 
15 times, which is more than half of the broken maxims (the maxim of quantity 
was broken six times, the maxim of quality was broken three times, and the maxim 
of relation was broken five times) (See Appendix 2). 
By looking closer at the characters in order to see how many maxims they each 
broke, we can note patterns. Out of all the characters, George broke the most 
maxims, which were 15 broken maxims in total. Martha broke nine, Honey three, 
and Nick two (See Appendix 2). 
Furthermore, out of the 15 of George’s broken maxims, the maxim he broke the 
most was the maxim of manner, which he broke eight times. This is more than half 
of all 15 maxims of manner that he is responsible for. 
 
A question that we found interesting to investigate, in order to determine 
something from the broken maxims, was whether or not tension was generated 
after a maxim was violated. We were also interested in observing what kind of 
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response was followed by the broken maxims, in order to see if this could supply 
us with any relevant outcomes. 
Out of the 29 broken maxims, it can be seen from the findings of our analysis that 
26 times a maxim was broken, it created tension between the characters (See 
Appendix 2). The tension can be detected from the response that came right after 
the utterance that broke a maxim. The response that occurred most was a response 
that was aggressive, loud, or violent. This response occurred ten times out of the 29 
cases. This shows a correlation between maxims being broken and tension arising.  
The maxim that created the most tension-filled responses was the maxim of 
manner, which occurred six times. 
 
One last interesting point to look at in terms of the broken maxims is the time of 
the occurrences throughout the evening. As we have mentioned before, the 
excerpts are in chronological order. Because of this, it is possible to say something 
about the progression of the broken maxims, if any can be found. 
By looking at the occurrences of the broken maxims and by looking at which 
excerpt they occur in, it is possible to observe a pattern. In the first excerpts 
(Excerpts 1, 2, and 3), which are early in the evening, only two maxims are broken 
in each excerpt. Then in Excerpt 4, four maxims are broken. In Excerpt 5, seven 
maxims are broken, which is the highest amount of broken maxims of all of the 
excerpts. In Excerpt 6, five maxims are broken. In Excerpt 7, four maxims are 
broken and in Excerpt 8, three maxims are broken. 
It can be seen that the less maxims are broken early in the evening, then they reach 
a high point in the middle of the evening in excerpt 4, 5, and 6. After the middle 
excerpts, the broken maxims decrease and fewer maxims are broken as the evening 
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dies down (See Appendix 2). It is unclear to conclude on why it is that this 
happens, however, it remains a noticeable pattern which is interesting to comment. 
 
As seen in the above findings from the analysis, it is clear that Martha and George 
are the ones breaking the most maxims out of the four characters. Out of the 29 
broken maxims, Martha and George are responsible for 24 of them. Furthermore, 
as mentioned above, tension was generated when this was the case. 
In strong contrast to this, Honey and Nick are repeatedly repairing - and usually 
after a maxim has been broken by either George or Martha.  
 
This is because the characters have different expectations in their interaction. In 
fact, Martha and George are constantly seeking conflict through humiliation of 
their guests, spouses, and, arguably, even themselves. They do so by acting 
aggressive, straightforward, not making use of formalities etc. Martha and George 
run the risk of being perceived as social failures by the other participants. The fact 
that Nick and Honey are forced into repairing through O.I.O.R. sequences shows 
that George and Martha’s utterances are not “normal” or expected. 
In turn, this leads us to question the sanity of George and Martha. The question of 
Martha and George’s sanity becomes quite clear because of Nick and Honey, who 
are polar opposites of Martha and George. Honey and Nick, as seen through their 
continuous attempts at repair sequences, are acting correctly according to 
preferences. Their aims in interaction are different, where they attempt to follow 
through a ‘normal’ interaction according to preferences. Martha and George, 
however, aim at humiliating others and themselves through shocking utterances. 
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Subconclusion 
Through our discussion, we have found that dispreferred actions were initiated by 
Martha and George. We found that out of the 12 dispreferred actions, Martha and 
George were responsible for all 12 - respectively six from George, and six from 
Martha. 
By looking closer at the repair sequences, it can be seen that it occurred regularly 
out of the six repair sequences, it is Nick and Honey who are attempting most (four 
out of the six attempts). The successful repair sequences were the indirect ones, 
whereas the unsuccessful repair sequences were the direct ones. They had different 
aims, as the indirect ones attempted to dissipate the conflict, whereas the direct 
repair showed urgency in the need to save face.  
The breaches in maxims show that George and Martha are responsible for 24 of the 
29 broken maxims, whereas Nick and Honey only break maxims five times. The 
maxim that was broken the most was the maxim of manner (15 times). Out of the 
29 broken maxims, tension was the outcome 26 times. 
Our findings have enabled us to understand the patterns occurring in the dialogue 
within the chosen excerpts. Furthermore, they have succeeded in accounting for the 
initial source of shock that we initially sought out to investigate. 
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Conclusion 
Our initial interest in the project was to attempt to investigate the tension generated 
in our reading of Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? and what might contribute to 
this. By making use of the script only, we aimed to understand how these elements 
of tension were present linguistically. A pragmatic linguistic approach therefore 
seemed well adapted in order to explore these linguistic elements.  
The theories applied were Grice’s Conversational Maxims, Preference theory, 
Conversation Analysis, and repair. These theories are grounded in how 
conversation takes place along with the tools that enable it to be maintained. 
After presenting the theories, an analysis was conducted where eight excerpts were 
analyzed chronologically, allowing us to examine the characters’ utterances. The 
analysis and discussion of findings have enabled us to gain insight on the 
interaction between the characters, and how vital preference is within these 
interactions. In fact, as established in our analysis, when preference principles are 
not followed, tension arises. These principles guide conversation in order to limit 
conflict in interaction. 
Our analysis and discussion have led us to infer that what was shocking in our 
initial reading experience is that George and Martha have different interactional 
expectations from Nick and Honey. Their aim is to humiliate others and 
themselves while shocking, whereas Nick and Honey aim at following a ‘normal’ 
interaction according to preferences. When one acts against social preferences, or 
at least within these excerpts, it is easy for tension to escalate. 
There were five categories of dispreferred actions, which Martha and George used 
to humiliate themselves, each other, and their guests. Tension was rated from 
‘High’ to ‘Very high’ to ‘Highest’. In order to reach the ‘Highest’ amount of 
tension, there had to be an escalation. Furthermore, in the four dispreferred actions 
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which were rated ‘Highest’, overt attempts at humiliation were made, and they 
were thereby highly face-threatening. 
We observed that there were both successful and unsuccessful repairs. The 
successful repairs were indirect in form, and the unsuccessful were direct. This led 
us to finding that these had different aims. The indirect repairs sought to distract 
from the awkwardness and tension of the situation at hand, whereas the direct 
repairs were employed to restore one’s face in highly face-threatening situations or 
hinder further damage. 
Conflict was present and tension escalated when at least two participants were 
engaged in it. This point, which was stated in our theory on conflict in talk, was 
confirmed by our findings within the excerpts. Furthermore, the abundance of 
O.I.O.R. repairs, which are dispreferred forms of repair, also confirmed the theory 
on preferences in repair being preferred as self-initiated. This is the case because 
when O.I.O.R. occurred, much tension was noticed within the excerpts. 
As our findings showed, out of the 29 times a maxim was broken, there was 
tension present 26 times. We found there to be a correlation between the broken 
maxims and preferences.  
These findings have enabled us to notice that when preferences are not followed, 
tension and conflict are at risk of rising. 
We feel our project has enabled us to gain a deeper understanding on the tension 
initially felt when reading the play. Our choice in methodology was beneficial in 
investigating this, as we realize our findings might have been biased had we set out 
to investigate predetermined themes. This has allowed us to stay alert and open to 
every aspect present within the excerpts.  
For further research, it could be interesting to investigate whether our findings 
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would also be confirmed by examining everyday situations where tension is 
present. 
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Summary in French 
Ce projet a pour but d’investiguer comment Edward Albee parvient à créer de la 
tension a travers le dialogue dans la pièce de théâtre “Who’s Afraid Of Virginia 
Woolf?” En effet, en lisant la pièce de théâtre, le lecteur est maintes fois confronté 
a des scènes tendues.  
 Huit extraits courts seront choisis et analysés, où nous avons senti qu’il y avait une 
tension particulièrement forte. Afin de pouvoir observer comment Albee parvient a 
créer cette tension, nous allons prendre comme point de départ des théories sur 
l’Analyse de la Conversation, les Préférences et les Maximes de Grice. Ces 
théories seront efficaces afin de pouvoir analyser d’un point de vue linguistique et 
pragmatique ce qui se passe dans les conversations. Il sera vérifié si les 
personnages suivent ou pas les préférences. Ensuite, les maximes de Grice nous 
serviront pour observer si elles sont suivies ou pas, et les conséquences qui en 
résultent. Enfin, l'analyse de la conversation nous sera utile afin d’observer des 
séances de réparations, des paires de contiguïté et d’autres aspects de la 
conversation qui peuvent résulter en conflit.  
Une fois que nous aurons analysé ces passages, nous discuterons nos résultats en 
observant s’il en découle des thèmes communs. Nous verrons que de nombreuses 
actions qui ne suivent pas les préférences ont été produites. Celles-ci résultent en 
tension. De nombreuses ‘réparations’ sont présentes, les plus nombreuses étant des 
O.I.O.R. Nous distinguerons entre les réparations ‘directes’ et les réparations 
‘indirectes’. Les maximes ont été souvent violées. 
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Appendix 1 
Dispreferred actions 
 
Dispreferred 
action 
Too much 
info 
Ignoring 
request Aggressiveness 
Reversing 
roles 
Using the 
imperative 
Page 19 No No Yes No Yes 
Page 19 No Yes Yes No Yes 
Page 19 No Yes Yes No Yes 
Page 19 No Yes Yes No No 
Page 22 Yes Yes No Yes No 
Page 23 Yes Yes No Yes No 
Page 49 Yes No Yes Yes No 
Page 150 Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Page 155 Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Page 204 No No No Yes Yes 
Page 204 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Page 205 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
 7 9 9 8 6 
      
Total of 
dispreferred 
actions 12 
   
 
      
Character 
performing 
dispreferred action  
    
Martha 6     
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George 6     
Nick 0     
Honey 0     
      
Categorizing the 
dispreferred 
actions as being 
'High', 'Very high', 
or 'Highest'  
    
Page 19 High     
Page 19 High     
Page 19 Very high     
Page 19 Highest     
Page 22 Very high     
Page 23 Very high     
Page 49 Highest     
Page 150 Highest     
Page 155 Highest     
Page 204 High     
Page 204 Very high     
Page 205 Highest     
      
 Amount     
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High 3     
Very high 4     
Highest 5     
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Appendix 2 
Broken maxims 
 
Maxim broken 
Page 
number 
Response/utterance 
after Tension? 
Who is 
breaking it?  
Quality 19 M: Ignoring Yes George  
Manner 19 M: Anger/frustration Yes George  
Manner 22 M: Politely No Nick  
Quantity 22 H: Repair, uncomfortable Yes George  
Quantity 23 
M: Repair, trying to 
change subject Yes George 
 
Quality 23 N: Politely No Martha  
Manner 49 G: Politely No Nick  
Manner 49 H: Repair, uncomfortable Yes George  
Quantity 49 H: Repair, uncomfortable Yes George  
Relation 49 H: Repair, uncomfortable Yes George  
Manner 150 M: Ignoring Yes George  
Relation 150 G: Violently Yes Martha  
Quantity 150 G: Violently Yes Martha  
Manner 150 N: Aggressively Yes George  
Manner 150 M: Ignoring Yes Honey  
Quantity 150-151 G: Aggressively, urgent Yes Martha  
Manner 151 N: Joining in, going along Yes Martha  
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Manner 152 
N: Violently, tries to stop 
it Yes George 
 
Manner 152 H: Ignored Yes Honey  
Manner 152 G: Aggressively Yes Martha  
Manner 152 N: Aggressively, loud Yes George  
Manner 153 N: Aggressively, loud Yes Honey  
Relation 154 
N: Frightned, tries to 
repair Yes George 
 
Manner 154 
N: Frightned, tries to 
repair Yes George 
 
Relation 155 H: Doesn't get it Yes George  
Manner 155 H: Doesn't get it Yes George  
Quality 204 
N: Baffled, tries to get 
her to repair Yes Martha 
 
Quantity 205 
N: Embarrassed, tries to 
stop the convo Yes Martha 
 
Relation 205 
N: Embarrassed, tries to 
stop the conversation Yes Martha 
 
      
ALL: 
29 maxims 
broken 
    
Quantity 6     
Quality 3     
Relation 5     
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Manner 15     
      
How many 
broken by: In all Quantity Quality Relation Manner 
Martha 9 3 2 2 2 
George 15 3 1 3 8 
Honey 3 0 0 0 3 
Nick 2 0 0 0 2 
      
Maxims broken Excerpt 1 Excerpt 2 Excerpt 3 Excerpt 4  
 2 2 2 4  
      
 Excerpt 5 Excerpt 6 Excerpt 7 Excerpt 8  
 7 5 4 3  
      
Tension      
Yes 26     
No 4     
      
Response  Quantity Quality Relation Manner 
Violent, 
aggressive, loud 10 2 1 1 6 
Politely 3     
Repair - 
uncomfortable, 7     
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trying to change 
the topic 
Ignoring 5     
Baffled, 
confused, 
doesn't get it 3     
Embarrassed 2     
 
 
 
